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GD Problem Statement

• Addressing mobility and academic portability

• Methods of Storage and Access to digital records

• Methods of Representing Learning, Inputs and Outcomes

• Methods of Comparing, Evaluating, Assessing Learning Claims

• Methods of Authenticating Learning Documents/Claims

• Methods of Helping Citizens Gain Access to Education

• Methods of Addressing Portability of Credentials across Boundaries

• Methods of replacing paper dependent processes



GD Assumptions

• We all desire to improve how the eco-system works

• We all want to respect contributions and differences

• We all want to stimulate experimentation and pilots

• We all want to sustain and support business interests and models

• We all can share learning from one another



GD Participants (examples)



GD Methods and Practices

• Centralized vs Decentralized

• Hub and Spoke

• Implications with/without “standards”

• Process Improvement vs Content Driven Focus

• Promise vs Hype (“BlockChain” removing ownership and control)

• Trust and Verification of Sources, Claims, Achievement

• Credentials

• Shared vs Private





Convergence - Divergence - Transformation



Music Staff (when was it developed?)

The treatise Musica enchiriadis (AD 900) uses Daseian notation for
indicating specific pitches, but the modern use of staff lines is attributed
to Guido d'Arezzo (AD 990-1050), whose four-line staff is still used (though
without the red and yellow coloring he recommended) in Gregorian chant
publications today. Five-line staves appeared in Italy in the 13th century,
and staves with four, five, and six lines were used as late as 1600.[6]



Use Cases (just some of them)

• Study Abroad (moving student records between SIS)

• Transcript/Credential Document Exchange

• Student Transfer (Credits, Prior Learning Assessment, etc.)

• Degree Rendering (Diploma Supplement, Extended Transcript, etc.)

• Degree Verification

• Securing Credential Repositories

• Access to Credential Repositories

• Storage of Citizen Data/Documents

• Assessment, Mapping, Relevancy, Applicability, Comparability


